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Get a Built-In Stylus and Lightning-Fast 5G With the Moto G Stylus 5G at
Boost Mobile
Connected to the Boost 5G network, the new moto g stylus 5G - 2023 unleashes creativity
at the fastest possible speeds

Boost Mobile customers receive an elevated smartphone experience with the all-new moto g stylus
5G. With a built-in stylus and access to the Boost 5G network1, users can maximize their creativity
and productivity. Plus, now through August 24, customers who switch their service to Boost Mobile at
a local store can get the moto g stylus 5G on us.

The smartphone’s built-in stylus allows customers to jot notes, edit photos, sketch artwork, copy and
paste text, mark up screenshots and navigate with ease. The stylus works seamlessly with the Moto
Note app, and customers can animate hand-drawn messages and share them across their favorite
social media apps.

“With the moto g stylus 5G, nothing keeps our customers from taking a quick note whenever
inspiration strikes – without even unlocking their phones,” said Mike Kelly, group president, Retail
Wireless, DISH Wireless. “Combining so many fan-favorite features with the power of our Boost 5G
network, the moto g stylus 5G levels-up the wireless experience for our customers while delivering a
meaningful value.”

The Snapdragon® 6 Gen 1 processor in the moto g stylus 5G maximizes 5G connectivity, allowing
customers to download their favorite shows in seconds, stream with virtually no buffering and video
chat without lag. The moto g stylus 5G is further powered by the Boost 5G network combined with our
5G partner networks, offering Boost Mobile customers fast and reliable coverage now matter where
they are.

Plus, for gamers and photographers the edge-to-edge 6.6-inch 120Hz FHD+ display delivers smooth
gaming and video on top of immersive multidimensional Dolby Atmos® sound. Capture brilliant
photos and video with a 50MP camera system, and let AI features like Auto Smile Capture, Shot
Optimization, and Smart Composition take pictures to the next level. Dual Capture mode turns a
single person into a camera crew by simultaneously recording from rear and selfie cameras, and built-
in Quad Pixel technology greatly enhances photos taken in lower light. Gear up for uninterrupted fun
with a 5,000 mAh battery, providing up to two days of streaming,

For more details on the moto g stylus 5G 2023, and our entire lineup of Motorola devices, please visit
BoostMobile.com.

 

1 The Boost 5G network is available only in select markets.
2 All battery life claims are approximate and based on the median user tested across a mixed use profile (which includes both
usage and standby time) under optimal network conditions. Actual battery performance varies and depends on many factors,
including signal strength, network and device settings, temperature, battery condition, and usage patterns.
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